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Summary Many patients undergoing surgery for gastric carcinoma will develop peritoneal metastases. A method to identify those patients at
risk of peritoneal recurrence would help in the selection of patients for adjuvant therapy. Peritoneal cytology has received little attention in the
West, but may prove a useful additional means of evaluating patients with gastric cancer. The aims of this study were to evaluate sampling
techniques for peritoneal cytology in patients with gastric cancer, to assess the prognostic significance of free peritoneal malignant cells and
to discover the effect of the operative procedure on dissemination of malignant cells. The study is based on 85 consecutive patients
undergoing surgical treatment of gastric cancer and followed up for 2 years or until death. Peritoneal cytology samples were collected at
laparoscopy, and at operation prior to resection by intraperitoneal lavage and serosal brushings. After resection, samples were taken by
peritoneal lavage, imprint cytology of the resected specimen and post-operatively by peritoneal irrigation via a percutaneous catheter.
Malignant cells were diagnosed by two independent microscopists. Preoperative peritoneal lavage yielded malignant cells in 16 out of 85
cases (19%). The yield of free malignant cells was increased by using serosal brushings (by four cases) and imprint cytology (by two cases);
all of the cases had evidence of serosal penetration. One serosa-negative case exhibited positive cytology in the post-resection peritoneal
specimen in which the preresection cytology specimen was negative. Survival was worse in the cytology-positive group (χ2 = 25.1; P <
0.0001). Among serosa-positive patients, survival was significantly reduced if cytology was positive, if cases yielded by brushings and imprint
cytology were included (log-rank test = 8.44; 1 df, P = 0.004). In conclusion, free peritoneal malignant cells can be identified in patients with
gastric cancer who have a poor prognosis; the yield can be increased with brushings and imprint cytology in addition to conventional
peritoneal lavage. Evaluation of peritoneal cytology by these methods may have a role in the selection of patients with the poorest prognosis
who may benefit most from adjuvant therapy.
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Table 1 Number of positive cytological cases (including cumulative incidence of new positive findings in addition to those detected by preresection washings)
for each method of sampling

No. cases Malignant cytology New cases of Cumulative incidence of
evaluated detected malignant cytology malignant cytology

(+ ‘suspicious’ detected
cases)

Preresection
Lavage (including laparosocopy) 85 16 (2) 16 16
Serosal brushing 78 6 (9) 4 20

Subtotal 85 20

Post-resection
Imprint 36 6 (3) 2 22
Lavage 83 6 (4) 1 23

Subtotal 85 23

Post-operative
Irrigation 1 81 2 (2) 0 23
Irrigation 2 74 3 (3) 0 23

Total 85 23

Table 2 Cytology status of patients with respect to T, N and M stage

Cytology Total

Stage Negative Positive

T* T1 11 0 11
T2 25 1a 26
T3 20 16 36
T4 6 6 12

N** N0 19 4 23
N1 30 12 42
N2 13 7 20

M*** M0 53 12 65
M1 9 11 20

Total 62 23 85

*χ2 = 19.89; 3 d.f., P < 0.001; **χ2 = 1.77; 2 d.f., P = n/s (discrepancy with
incidence of lymph node metastases described in operative findings suggest,
overall, one case was over-staged by surgeon); *** χ2 = 10.35; 1 d.f.,
P = <0.01 (discrepancy with incidence of metastases described in operative
findings suggest, overall, three cases were over-staged by surgeon). aOne
patient had no serosal breach; cytology was negative before, but positive
after, gastric resection.
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Figure 1 Survival of patients with serosa-positive (pT3, pT4) gastric cancer
according to cytology status, including analysis from brush and contact
cytology (log-rank test = 8.44; 1 df, P = 0.004). Tabulation at foot of chart
illustrates the contributions made by each sampling technique in identifying
poor prognosis patients
Histological interpretation (Table 2)
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